Needham Soccer Club Spring 2018 Rev’s Coaching Schedule
EDUCATE . CONNECT . INSPIRE
Instructions For Player Evaluation Form..
1) All Categories are scored 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.
2) Where 5 is the highest/best score!
3) Please base the score for each of your players, in every category, off of what you feel the best
player in the entire league would get. This is intended to avoid having the best player on your
team receiving all 5’s. We do NOT want you to compare everyone on your team around the best
player on your team. Instead we want you to think about what the best or “ideal” player in the
league would score on a specific category and then think about how your specific player stacks
up to that “ideal” player.
4) Please carefully consider the ranking order of the players on your team. This does not necessarily
have to match up with the “Total Eval Score” section. It may work out that way, however the
game of soccer is not that easily quantifiable. So please feel free to include in the “Additional
Comment” section the reason behind any decisions that may need some explanation.
5) Please consider making any notes that are of significance for particular players. I.E “he/she would
like to specialize in Goal Keeper”, “Shows good skills in practice but doesn’t seem very motivated
or engaged.” The More information coaches have during the selection meeting will go a long way
in helping with some of the final selections. Each coach has a particular style of play and when
evaluation scores are tight, the comments can be what pushes a coach to choose a particular
player over another!
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